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CATCH
CATCH by Samuelson completely transforms a chair’s functionality, making it not only a great design
piece for any space, but an accessible and practical solution for the inevitable “walker traffic” in senior
living environments.
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The Samuelson Furniture design studio sought to reimagine

how furniture can contribute to the accessibility of a space—
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revealing fresh, innovative designs that don’t compromise on

durability and comfort. CATCH by Samuelson was launched in

tandem with Samuelson Furniture’s first-ever senior living

collection, Living by Samuelson—a unique furniture line

handcrafted with upscale design elements that are aimed to enhance

the lifestyle experiences of those in retirement communities. Many

products in the collection are available with CATCH by Samuelson

and are the result of extensive ergonomic research. The patented

hardware system, along with the entire Living by Samuelson

collection, is thoroughly tested and engineered to meet the needs of

users.

CATCH by Samuelson completely transforms a chair’s functionality,

making it not only a great design piece for any space, but an

accessible and practical solution for the inevitable “walker traffic” in

common areas. The patented hardware proactively reduces clutter

in shared spaces and provides users with easy access to their

personal items when dining, socializing or relaxing. They do not

have to struggle to reach their pocketbooks, jackets, or walkers from

the floor. Instead, they’re safely secured on the CATCH hardware

for easy access. Free from being placed on the ground, it also

prevents items from getting soiled or dirty on the floor. While

walker traffic may appear to be a minor inconvenience, eliminating
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clutter greatly empowers users by further enhancing their

independence. Additionally, it results in a safer environment by

reducing the possibility of tripping and injury that might occur.

Thoughtfully designed, CATCH by Samuelson is unique in its

practical yet impactful influence on the everyday lives of users—the

design not only prioritizes comfort, but also how furniture can make

positive contributions to the surrounding environment.
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